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Abstract 

The present chapter covers aspects related to law and the Church Fathers. It begins with 

an overview over who the Church Fathers were and how they thought about and dealt 

with law. It understands ‘Church Fathers’ not merely as a group of people in history (a 

specific group of early Christians, leading intellectuals and bishops) but also as a quasi-

normative entity, a body of teaching, which has shaped legal thinking in the Christian 

tradition until today. Vice versa, it takes into consideration that law was something early 

Christians encountered in their secular environment but also something they themselves 

developed and cultivated, as a form of Christian law, and how these two are connected, 

and how they differ. The chapter goes on to discuss some relevant concepts developed 

by Church Fathers, ‘divine law’, ‘natural law’, ‘freedom of religion’, ‘citizenship’, ‘the 

common good’ and ‘the moral conscience’. It does so considering classical and biblical 

sources and the late-ancient contexts of these concepts as well as their reception in later 

periods. It engages in particular with Origen’s concept of a ‘freedom of conscience’ and 

Augustine’s ideas on citizenship, law and the common good. The chapter finishes by 

briefly touching upon the relevance of these ideas until today. 
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Introduction 

In the context of the present chapter ‘Church Fathers’ can be understood as a group of 

people, early Christian authors, but also as a normative concept. From the beginning, 

Christian teaching was handed down with reference to authoritative teacher-authors. 

The latter’s personal witness vouched for the trustworthiness of the former and lent it 

authority. Already the Apostles were referred to as ‘Fathers’ (1Co 4:15; Matt 23:8-9). 
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Later generations distinguished between Apostles and Fathers. The latter were seen as 

the legitimate successors of the former.1 Until today, senior Church leaders (bishops), 

especially in the Orthodox but also in the Roman Catholic tradition, follow in this vein. 

Since the early modern era the expression ‘Church Fathers’ is used preeminently for 

orthodox writers of the formative period of the Church in Late Antiquity. During the 

time of the Reformation the early Church – as ‘Church of the Fathers’ – was seen by all 

sides of the debate as a normative phenomenon, a period in which teachings and 

practices were first introduced and confirmed as orthodox which ought to be continued 

or appropriately restored in the present time. The stipulation was that ‘the Church 

Fathers’ collectively represented a normative body of teachings and laws that ought to 

shape the life and teaching of present-day Christian communities as well.2 This view 

has persisted and even today questions relating to ecclesiastical teachings and practices, 

or problems of Christian ethics, are approached at least in part with reference to Patristic 

teachings, teachings of the ‘Church Fathers’. 

Present-day study of Patristics as part of early Christian literature is also cognizant of 

the fact that early Christian teaching cannot be condensed to a homogenous doctrine but 

extant sources present a plurality and variety of perspectives. To develop a substantive 

and comprehensive understanding of ‘Patristic thought’ (for example in relation to law) 

it is necessary to include not only some select, ‘established’, ‘Church Fathers’, but also 

less central or less prominent voices and even heterodox or ‘heretical’ thinkers. 

 Concerning law, the second component of the topic of this chapter, it should already 

have become clear that the Church Fathers, understood as outlined above, are playing a 

constitutive role in the formation of Church law, be it as authors of early (‘proto-legal’) 

works such as the Didache or the Didascalia Apostolorum,3 as constitutive members of 

Church Councils, in which laws were created, as bishops, who were implementing law 

in a variety of ways, or as authors of a wide variety of writings that deal with aspects of 

the law, theoretically and practically. Many of these aspects are dealt with in other 

chapters of this volume, e. g. the development of ecclesiastical law, Christian dealings 

with Roman and Byzantine law, or the role of Church Councils. The present chapter 

will therefore focus more on examples of ‘law-related’ thinking among Church Fathers. 

Thus, we will look at concepts such as divine, human, and natural law, good and bad 
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conscience, human freedom, including religious freedom, citizenship and the common 

good. 

 

Early Christian attitudes to law 

When dealing with non-Christian institutions early Christians readily invoked existing 

law to claim their rights. Famously, the apostle Paul is said in Acts 22:25 to have cited 

his Roman citizenship to claim fair legal treatment. Apologists protested against unjust 

and in their view illegal treatment of Christians by Roman authorities.4 Tertullian even 

lectured Romans on how bad some of their legislation was in this regard.5 

Among themselves, however, Christians avoided the use of legal disputes and sought 

arbitration instead (cf. 1Co 6:1-8; Matt 18:15-17).6 They did so also because they 

expected a final divine judgement, which they hoped to face with a clear conscience, all 

earthly affairs settled. This belief fed into their attitude to non-Christian law. Thus, 

Justin Martyr reminds his intended Roman addressees that they will face divine 

punishment if they persist in their injustice against Christians.7 

The second and third centuries saw the emergence of Christian ‘law’ or ‘rule books’ 

such as the Teaching of the Twelve Apostles (= Didache), the Didascalia Apostolorum 

and others.8 But these too were not intended to provide a Christian alternative to secular 

legislation and secular courts. They were not compilations of laws or legal enactments 

but may have served communities as associational statutes or church leaders (bishops) 

as manuals. They focused on Christian discipline, worship and doctrine and drew their 

authority from Scripture and apostolic tradition, not from an institutional Church. In that 

regard they differ from later Church law. They were not aimed at producing legal 

rulings or to feed into a comprehensive legal process but at mediation and (in the case 

of disputes) healing, reconciliation, with the bishop as chief mediator or ‘healer’.9 

The role of the bishop became more central in the third century and detached from a 

collective arbitration process. As the aim of mediation was reconciliation, there were no 

enforced punishments. If mediation failed, expulsion (excommunication) remained the 

last viable solution. But as the letters of Cyprian of Carthage show, a bishop could also 

individually assert his right to control the members of his congregation and discipline 

those who challenged his authority.10 During the Decian persecution in the middle of 
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the third century the disciplinary regime of the Christian Church of Carthage proved in 

fact more effective than the legal setup of the Roman state.11 

Still, for the time being the Church’s interests remained restricted to Church matters. 

They did not encroach on areas that were already covered by civil or criminal law. The 

advice given to bishops by Didascalia Apostolorum 2.45.1 to avoid civil law courts, if 

possible, still made sense during much of the fourth century. When, during that period, 

Church Councils issued decrees (‘canons’) that would later become part of Church law, 

they tended to be restricted to matters regarding church property, consecrated celibates 

and clergy. Lay people were only referred to in connection with church-related activities 

(e. g. they were not allowed to employ clergy, or there were restrictions on where they 

were allowed to take communion).12 

The relationship between Christian ‘self-legislation’ and the secular law changed as 

Christianity became legalised in the fourth century. Its system of arbitration now fell in 

line with similar systems, for example that which existed for Judaism. A law preserved 

in the Theodosian Code offers Jewish litigants the possibility to solve cases in a Jewish 

court ‘in the manner of an arbitration.’13 Another law instructs provincial judges to 

allow those who wish to refer their case to a Christian episcopal court to do so.14 

Presumably, the case would then be adjudicated according to the ‘Christian law’. A law 

extant in the Justinian Code and dated to 398 suggests that a ruling by a bishop was 

more like an arbitration or mediation (arbitri more) than a ruling by a secular judge 

(iudicium).15 According to Jill Harries16 the exceptional nature of the role of bishop also 

plays a role here. While secular judges were appointed for a fixed term and arbiters only 

for one single case, bishops were in office for longer periods and tended to consider the 

cases before them more broadly (taking into account particularly pastoral concerns). 

Theirs was not just a legal perspective. 

Nevertheless, in the course of the fourth and fifth centuries a tendency developed to 

intertwine (or entangle) secular law and Christian law. For example, in 407 a Council at 

Carthage ruled that husbands and wives who had separated should either be reconciled 

or remain as they are. They ought not to marry anyone else. And were they found to be 

in contempt of this ruling, they ought to be brought to penitence. But as if this was not 

enough, the Council added that the promulgation of an Imperial law be sought on this 

matter too.17 Thus, the Council requested that a rule that was originally purely a matter 
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of inner-Christian discipline become a public law, sanctioned no longer by acts of 

penitence but by civil injunctions or even criminal convictions. 

In a more general remark on this development Harries observes that in the fourth and 

fifth centuries an odd interaction took place between conservative Roman law-making 

that resisted innovation, and new, Christian (mainly ethical and religious), ideas being 

inserted in Roman legislation. One of the consequences of this was that the boundaries 

between criminality and immorality became blurred.18 New types of crime were 

‘invented’, especially in the areas of religious observation and family life. 

It was in this context that Church Fathers also formulated more principal, theoretical 

ideas on law. Their social situation reflects that outlined at the beginning of this section, 

of the early Christians who felt that they were accountable to a higher instance than the 

secular law but who at the same time felt they ought to hold the secular law and secular 

legal authorities to account as they too would on the day of judgement be judged by that 

higher, divine, authority. Their ideas on divine law, natural law, individual freedom and 

conscience can be better understood in this context. At the same time the transformative 

effect of their thinking was limited, for, as this section may also have indicated in brief, 

Christian law was more or less absorbed into Roman law. Thus, while Church Fathers 

formulated potentially revolutionary ideas based on their concept of divine law as laid 

down in the Gospel, be it on equality before the law (including the equality of men and 

women), the abolition of slavery, universal rights to social and economic participation, 

religious freedom and similar ideas, the fact that Church law became increasingly tied 

in with Roman law to jointly found a conservative and in many respects archaic social 

order (albeit mitigated to some degree by the ‘Christianisation’ of that order) meant that 

such ideas could not have the same social or political impact in late Antiquity that they 

were to have in the modern (Enlightenment) era. 

 

Divine law, natural law, and the moral conscience 

The one modern concept that all Church Fathers would have rejected is that of the 

autonomy of the individual.19 Like most ancient philosophers they would not have been 

able to conceive the human being as constituting and determining itself independent of 

any metaphysical framework. For them, the human being received itself from society, 

from nature, and, ultimately, from ‘the gods’, or, in the case of Jews, Christians, and 
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other monotheists, from God. It was only within such a framework that the individual 

could determine itself, exercise its moral conscience and legislate by and for itself. 

Ancient philosophy had a variety of ways of explaining this phenomenon.20 Among 

those who directly or indirectly exerted most influence on the teaching of the Church 

Fathers were two first-century Jewish-Greek thinkers, Philo of Alexandria and his 

contemporary Paul of Tarsus. Both are counted by later Church Fathers as belonging to 

the Christian tradition and their acknowledged achievement lay in combining ancient 

thought with biblical motifs. Thus, for Philo the foundations of all human law lay in the 

divine issuing of the Ten Commandments (Ex 20:1-21). Philo interpreted the latter 

allegorically as ‘universal law’, applying to all humanity. Since its jurisdiction extended 

to the whole world, each human being, thus Philo, was therefore a ‘citizen of the world’ 

(cosmopolítēs).21 And he adds that this law precedes any specific legal tradition. Before 

it, all humans are equal. 

 Philo here understands the Ten Commandments allegorically, not as a law issued to a 

particular people, although he accepts, of course, that they were part of the Jewish law, 

the Torah, too. But he also interprets them as a universal law underlying all specific 

laws. In his letter to the Romans 2:14 Paul offers a slightly different take on a very 

similar idea and adds some specific remarks regarding the Jews and the individual 

human being: ‘The Gentiles,’ he writes, ‘who do not have “the law” [meaning the 

Torah, the Jewish law], act by nature according to the law. Since they do not have the 

law, they are to themselves law.’ – And to explain this last clause he adds in 2:15: ‘They 

thus demonstrate that what the law demands is inscribed in their hearts. Their 

conscience (suneídēsis) co-testifies to that. Their thoughts accuse each other and defend 

themselves [as in an inner court of law].’22 

 In a similar way as Philo, Paul refers to the Torah as a manifestation of a universal 

moral law. He finds that the existence of such a law is evidenced by the behaviour of 

the Gentiles: They act morally, seemingly responding in their conscience to demands 

that (unlike the Torah) are not written down anywhere. They must therefore be written 

(metaphorically speaking) in their hearts (meaning their minds), since in their thoughts 

they argue out (as in an inner court of law) the pros and cons of their actions. 

 An early Church Father who picks up this passage and develops it further is Clement 

of Alexandria at the end of the second century. In Stromata I 91-96 Clement surmises 
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that if the universal law allows human beings to distinguish good from evil, it should 

also enable them to have true insights about religious doctrine.23 For example, it should 

enable them to ‘know naturally’, by way of a ‘common mind’, a mind common to all 

human beings, that there is only one God, who is creator of all. And not only that. For 

Clement, that ‘inner law’ also enables all human beings to keep those divine (biblical) 

commandments that are needed for salvation. He believes that he can corroborate this 

view from Romans 2:26a, where Paul writes that the non-circumcised keep those parts 

of the Torah that are justifying them (dikaiṓmata).24 

 Leaving aside whether Clement’s exegesis of Paul is sound here, he has formulated 

the concept of a natural moral conscience. The justifying parts of the Torah are those 

parts that relate to moral behaviour. These parts can be identified by all human beings 

by natural reasoning, and all human beings have the ability to act according to these 

prescriptions issued by the natural law, if they follow their conscience. 

 In Clement’s contemporary Tertullian we find similar thoughts regarding the natural 

law. Tertullian is not surprised that pagan philosophers have access to true knowledge.25 

After all, God’s providence orders nature in accordance with reason,26 and God has 

bestowed reason on humans to explore nature.27 This includes the moral conscience. It 

is a ‘gift from God to the soul from the beginning of creation.’28 It may not be in itself 

sufficient for salvation according to Tertullian. For this, good will and just action first 

need to be elevated by a Christian way of life.29 Nevertheless, even for Tertullian non-

Christian law is founded on a primordial natural order founded by God and therefore 

intrinsically good.30 

 Perhaps the most sophisticated and philosophically informed concept of this kind can 

be found in the work of Origen of Alexandria. Origen argues that divine punishment of 

sinners could not be deemed just unless all of humanity had access at least to a ‘healthy 

pre-conception’ of what is good based on ‘common ideas’.31 Origen draws on late Stoic 

thought when he understands these ideas to be ‘implanted’ or ‘in-grown’ (emphytos) in 

the human soul, by nature. In Commentary on Romans II 7.9-1032 he relates this to 

Romans 2:15 (a law inscribed in the human heart) and argues that if we think of this 

rationally, it may not be an applied rule such as ‘do not murder’ or ‘do not steal’, but a 

general principle such as the so-called Golden Rule (‘do not do to others what you do 

not want others do to you’). 
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For Origen, natural law and divine law coincide here. All humans have the ability to 

perceive this law and act accordingly, not only those who are in possession of its letter 

(i. e. Gospel and Torah), but (according to Romans 2:13) only those who act according 

to the law are justified. It is those who follow their conscience who do so. For Origen, 

the conscience is identical with the divine spirit (Pneuma), who at the point of Creation 

wrote the law into humans’ hearts, who inspired Scripture (i. e. the written law) and 

who guides those who correctly interpret Scripture. Those who act ‘autonomously’, 

following reason, i. e. the law of nature, guided by their conscience, do the same as 

those who follow the divine law, guided by the divine spirit. At this level there is no 

difference between theonomy and autonomy. It is the conscience that is in charge. It 

confirms good deeds as good and repudiates bad deeds. Freedom at this level means 

freedom of the conscience. Those human beings are free who follow their conscience. 

With Origen, Patristic thinking on divine law, natural law and the conscience had 

reached a climax, although there were further developments in Late Antiquity,33 

particularly in Latin Patristics. One aspect not considered by Origen is the possibility of 

an ‘erring’ or ‘bad conscience’. In fact, with conscience and reason being fundamentally 

in agreement, as just outlined in the previous paragraph, such a construct would for him 

be a contradiction in terms. Not so for Augustine of Hippo. Based on his teaching on 

Original Sin Augustine can think of at least two ways in which a conscience can be 

‘bad’. In On the Sermon on the Mount 2.3234 he argues that the conscience can be 

invoked by an evil mind such as the Devil, who denies God and the divine law and thus 

acts against the natural law asserting that he is doing the right thing. Human beings can 

spend their entire lives following such a false ‘conscience’ believing that they are doing 

good while deceiving themselves and others about the true nature of their intentions.35 

But – and this is Augustine’s second understanding of a bad conscience – human beings 

(unlike the Devil) can also be troubled by this and feel guilty about their intransigence 

against nature and God, although without the help of God’s grace they are not able to 

restore their good conscience and rectify their conduct.36 As already outlined at the end 

of the last section, this kind of thinking had a profound influence on the development of 

law in the context of Christianity in Late Antiquity. 

 

Freedom of religion 
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As indicated earlier, early Christians were quite vocal in claiming their right to freedom 

of worship and protection from persecution. For them, the foundations of that right were 

the same as those constituting freedom of conscience. Thus, in the early third century 

Tertullian writes that it is ‘human justice’ and ‘natural freedom’ that dictate that people 

ought to be free to worship as they pleased. It is not possible for one religion to coerce 

another, as worship could only be delivered by ‘free choice’ (Latin sponte). It was not 

possible to compel people ‘by force’ to abandon one religion and take up another, as 

even offering a sacrifice required a ‘willing mind’.37 Drawing on Tertullian, Lactantius 

formulated a similar position: Religion cannot be imposed by coercion (religio cogi non 

potest); in fact, nothing is ‘more voluntary’ than religion.38 

 However, already in Tertullian’s time (early third century) Christians also had to ask 

themselves how to deal with heterodox (‘heretical’) co-religionists. When Christianity 

was legalised in the fourth century and thus acquired a status in Roman law, this issue 

became yet more urgent. How could Tertullian’s stance (outlined above) be reconciled 

with the fact that Christians put pressure on heterodox fellow Christians to subscribe to 

official (orthodox) doctrines or be expelled from the Church, or otherwise punished? 

 The arguments produced were subtle. Already in the mid-third century Origen had 

pointed out that for Christians the issue was not a purely rational one.39 They were not 

indifferent in the matter but emotionally invested, as their faith was for them a pathway 

to salvation. From their point of view it would be wrong for them not to take an interest 

if fellow believers ‘erred’ in their views. But rather than hostile confrontation or swift 

exclusion Origen recommended ‘admonition’ (Greek paraiteîn),40 which, he suggested, 

could transform the naïve credulity of erring dissidents into rationally grounded, true, 

faith. Origen seems to have been optimistic that empathetic rational discourse could 

achieve universal consensus regarding what he considered the true faith, but rational 

discourse was not really what he recommended. His empathy contained an element of 

emotional pressure (applied by fellow believers) and a social context (a hierarchically 

structured Christian community) where it had already been decided what true faith was 

and where leaders (bishops) ‘admonished’ those who disagreed and excluded them, if 

they were not persuaded. 

 This latter aspect (accentuating hierarchical authority) gained strength in the fourth 

and fifth centuries as the role of reason became more and more constrained. In a letter 
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dating from the early fifth century Augustine writes that he had himself once believed 

that true faith was best defended using reason and good arguments.41 However, he had 

observed that his own hometown was converted from the Donatist schism to Catholic 

Orthodoxy ‘by fear of imperial laws’. In his view the use of coercion was justified if it 

created a situation where the teaching and practice of the correct version of Christianity 

could be implemented.42 

 Augustine’s statement here also suggests that he initially saw no difference between 

Pagans and Christian heretics or schismatics but used rational arguments against both 

groups. With regard to Pagans the intention was not, as Richard Sorabji writes,43 ‘to 

entice converts (inclinare)’ but to ‘prove’ one’s beliefs and to challenge the opponents 

to do the same. But Pagans were more distant than fellow Christians, whose deviance 

posed a much more immediate threat to the Church. Initially, therefore, laws against 

heretics and schismatics (such as the law Augustine alludes to, which made his fellow 

citizens abandon Donatism) were harsher and more determinedly enforced than laws 

targeting Pagans (and incidentally also Jews) and their religious practices. In the case of 

Pagans and Jews it was asserted that they subscribed to erroneous beliefs and practices 

but no efforts were made to convert them to Christianity apart from rational arguments 

and prayer, while Christians convicted of heresy were frequently punished, for example 

with exile.44 Late Antiquity did not yet know a death penalty for heretics.45 The only 

Christian in Late Antiquity who was accused of heresy and executed, Priscillian (d. 

385), was convicted of sorcery under a secular law unrelated to Christianity.46 But even 

without the death penalty early Christian legal thinking on the limits of the freedom to 

worship affected many lives, not only through the condemnations of heretics but also 

through a general rhetoric that justified suppression of perceived false teaching and 

practice and the persecution of adherents of such teaching and practice as liberation 

from error and facilitation of promoting the truth, an attitude that affected not only 

Christians but also Jews and Pagans.47 

 

Citizenship and the common good 

The question of religious freedom in communities with adherents of different religions 

also opens the view to wider legal concepts such as citizenship and the common good. 

Influenced by Classical education, Church Fathers did think in such terms. Augustine, 
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for example, entitled his main work of political theology ‘The City of God’. The Latin 

word civitas implies citizenship. It is influenced more by a classical Greek and Roman 

idea of the city than by the more ‘tribal’ Biblical concept of a ‘people of God’.48 But as 

a Christian, Augustine found the classical idea of the city broken. If it had ever really 

served the ‘public interest’ (res publica), it had long ceased to do so.49 The republic had 

been replaced by an empire of domination, which limited freedoms but also guaranteed 

peace and stability. 

 To be sure, Augustine did not think of the Roman Empire as a particularly good form 

of government, even under Christian emperors. He was a world away from the medieval 

concept of a ‘holy’ Roman empire. If he saw the earthly power wielded in the empire in 

analogy to divine power, then only in the sense that it was more unlike than like divine 

power. For him, no form of earthly government, not even one functioning on Christian 

principles, could deliver the kind of goods that the ‘heavenly city’ promised to deliver.50 

In this respect his vision was different from that of his contemporary Orosius, who in 

his Seven books of history against the Pagans tried to demonstrate that with the arrival 

of Christianity conditions palpably improved in the Roman empire and that a Christian 

empire offered social progress.51 

 Augustine would not have entirely disagreed with Orosius. After all, he himself saw 

the relatively peaceful and stable conditions which the empire had created and sustained 

over centuries as progress in comparison to what went before, but he would never have 

considered this to be a substantive change, let alone a conversion in the religious sense. 

A conversion of such a kind could only take place in the individual human heart, and it 

would produce an entirely new and different social-political order. Augustine outlined 

some thoughts in this regard, but his thinking did not set out from the existing political 

order but from a metaphysical reflection regarding God and the human soul. 

 Augustine’s starting point is the same as that of the natural-law thinkers introduced 

earlier: God is the creator of the universe and as such lays down the law of nature. The 

latter is the divine law as manifest in the universe. It is the law by which ‘God rules all 

creation.’52 This is the law which is also ‘inscribed’ in the human hearts (Romans 2:15) 

and therefore eternal and unchangeable, unlike positive, human-made, law.53 It is in 

accordance with human reason, but human reason is not its source; God is. Thus, human 

beings, by virtue of their freedom of conscience, are responsible to God.54 On this basis, 
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all humans are equal before the law. For Augustine, this is a far more authoritative and 

just principle than the traditional Roman ‘law by consent’ (consensus iuris).55 It also 

extends to the realm of the ‘law of nations’ (ius gentium), as it applies to citizens of all 

nations, not just to Roman citizens. This had far-reaching implications, for example in 

regard to laws regulating slavery, which could now no longer be simply justified on 

grounds that foreigners could be treated differently from citizens. 

 It is sometimes suggested that the Church Fathers generally56 or Augustine in 

particular, in contrast to other Church Fathers,57 were resigned to or even supportive of 

the political and legal status quo and not supportive of causes such as the abolition of 

slavery, penal reform (e. g. regarding the death penalty), improvement of social care and 

the reversal of economic injustice. But such verdicts tend to overlook that Augustine in 

particular offered some very concrete and compelling ideas in his works for 

improvements in these areas.58 At the same time, the influence Church Fathers had in 

shaping secular policies and law-making were limited. But crucially, as already 

indicated, the scope of Patristic teaching was different to that of modern social 

reformers. For Augustine, changes in legislation may improve conditions (e. g. of 

slaves) marginally (in the way Orosius imagined that a Christian empire would improve 

people’s lives) but they would not transform humanity at a deeper level, where it 

ultimately mattered, i. e. where it impacted on people’s belief in an eternal life.59 

 For Augustine, the conflict between private interest and the common good, which lay 

at the heart of all injustice, could not be successfully tackled if it was only dealt with at 

the surface level, as a social-political issue involving material goods. ‘The common’, as 

opposed to ‘the private’ (Latin proprium), was for Augustine an entity pertaining in the 

first instance to the noetic realm.60 It was at that, not at the material level, where it had 

to be tackled first. The problem with material goods is that they are finite. As they are 

used by some, others are deprived of them, and as some accumulate them, others lack 

them. This problem, according to Augustine, will never be understood, let alone tackled, 

if people do not learn to understand and embrace intellectual, spiritual, goods, such as 

truth or wisdom, which are freely accessible to all, available in abundance, and 

perceptible through the spiritual senses.61 

 No one, Augustine writes in On Free Will 2.37,62 can securely enjoy goods that can 

be lost or snatched away. But with a spiritual good, for example truth, this cannot 
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happen. No one can tear off a piece and have it solely for oneself. Whatever one gains 

from it, one cannot have it as one’s private property. It is always wholly available to 

everyone. 

Augustine’s point is not to advocate that we should live off plain air and forget about 

the just distribution of earthly (material) resources. Only he cannot see how humans can 

share their resources given the state they are presently in. In his view they suffer from a 

perversion of their wills, an attachment to their own self-perceived pre-eminence (amor 

excellentiae propriae), which makes them relentlessly pursue their own private interest. 

They scramble for the finite material resources of the earth, preventing each other from 

accessing them freely, while spurning the infinite resource of the spiritual goods, which 

they are invited as God’s creatures to share with God and with each other.63 At the core 

of this aberrant human behaviour, thus Augustine, is not greed, as one might perhaps 

assume, but pride (superbia), a sense of entitlement over against God, creation, and 

fellow human beings.64 This self-centred pride has no particular purpose but itself. It 

also has no other cause or compulsion but itself. ‘No will wills unwillingly,’ Augustine 

says in On Free Will 2.37. It is pure will, applied to itself in separation from any ‘other’, 

be it God or fellow human beings. 

This pervasive pursuit of the private interest creates a false economy and ultimately 

leads to the erosion of the common good, Augustine observes. It also lies at the heart of 

the corruption of the law; for the main purpose of the law is no longer the protection of 

the weaker but of the stronger and wealthier.65 It is also based on a false logic; for at the 

point of creation private property did not exist. All was jointly owned. The ultimate 

purpose was a shared spiritual good while material goods were only used to support the 

pursuit of that common (spiritual) good. That order was perfect. It could not be 

improved, only spoiled. The idea therefore that the common good could be put to a 

better use by privatizing it was at its very core perverse. It led to the corruption of a 

perfect order, not to an improvement; for it is contradictory to claim that a perfect order 

can be improved.66 Augustine here takes up a thought formulated by the Neoplatonist 

philosopher Plotinus, who in Ennead 6.5.12 explains that attempts to add to the whole 

by adding a particular result in a diminution of the whole.67 Thus, human avarice caused 

by a primordial pride does not lead to an increase of overall wealth but to an increase of 
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inequality and widespread poverty. What is desired is becoming increasingly less 

accessible for most, as it is owned by increasingly fewer people. 

This is how Augustine contrasts the order of the earthly city with that of the heavenly 

city in his City of God.68 His vision for a restored social order sets out a situation where 

the pursuit of private interest comes second behind a pure delight in the common 

good.69 The community he envisages progresses from being many self-interested 

individuals to ‘becoming one heart and soul.’70 This reflects the depiction of the earliest 

Christian community in Acts 2:44 and 4:32, of which it is said that ‘they had everything 

in common’ (2:44) and ‘shared everything according to individual need’ (4:32). 

Augustine interpreted this in terms of the earliest Christians’ desire ‘to attain the 

fellowship of the angels’ (pro obtinenda societate angelorum),71 that is to restore the 

conditions that had prevailed in Paradise, at the point of creation. 

To what extent Augustine went from mere theorizing to actually working towards 

implementing such principles, for instance in the ascetic community which he himself 

founded and led, or ascetic communities which he advised, remains a matter of debate.72 

His reflections on the contribution of marriage and family to society in his work On the 

Good of Marriage, or his advice to monasteries on the social economics of monastic 

labour in his work On the Work of Monks, for example, suggest that his role may have 

been more ‘hands-on’ in this regard than he sometimes tends to be given credit for.73 

Overall, Augustine’s unique contribution to Patristic legal thinking consists in his 

drawing together Roman political thought, Biblical theology, theorizing on law, and 

presenting a political vision of his own the merits of which are studied to the present 

day.74 

 

Conclusion 

Just as Origen on natural law and the conscience, thus Augustine represents a climax of 

Patristic legal thinking in relation to political thought. In his City of God, written in the 

two decades after the sack of Rome by the Visigoths in 410, which also marked the last 

period that knew a functioning western Roman Empire, he touches upon many aspects 

that were also discussed in this chapter with a view to early Christianity more broadly: 

the nature of Christian law and its relationship with secular law and society, the role of 

senior bishops as makers and administrators of law and their relationship with the state, 
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and the role of synods and church councils.75 Augustine, as we have seen, was of course 

only one of many Church Fathers, who developed relevant thinking in these areas,76 but 

his reception especially in the West makes him a special case.77 Quite apart from the 

contribution of individual figures, however, as pointed out in the introduction to this 

chapter, the collective (normative) role of ‘the Church Fathers’ too ought to be taken 

into account in any overall consideration regarding Christianity and the law, be it in 

Late Antiquity, in the Middle Ages, or in the modern and contemporary periods. 
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